
Oil

The losses on the international oil market continued yesterday, after recession fears and expectations of increasing global supply 
caused the market to turn around after an initial increase early in the day. The Brent front month contract closed at 100,69 USD/bbl, 
the lowest level since early April. The supply concerns amid bans on Russian oil from several contracts have been pushed a bit in the 
background, and further losses are likely today. 

Gas

In contrast to the oil market, gas prices continue to sky rocket. Yesterday, the market initially opened down due to the news that the 
strike in Norway had ended, but this had only a temporary effect. Within a few hours, prices had started climbing again on the immense 
fears of a complete stop for supplies from Russia. The front month contract on the TTF gas hub has more than doubled over the course 
of the last month. Nothing suggests the uptrend will not continue today, as we see no changes to the supply situation.

Coal
Like gas, the European coal market continued the uptrend yesterday, and the API 2 2023 contract rose to an all-time high of 265,50 US-
D/t, now even higher than the first phase after the war outbreak in Ukraine. The market of course continues to react to the gas supply 
fears and coal demand is increasing as several countries are starting up old coal units to secure energy supply.

Carbon
On the carbon market, we see a consolidation at the moment, a complete contrast to the fierce price climbs on the fuel markets. The 
market moved sideways yesterday, and we expect it to continue its range-bound trading just above 80 EUR/t in the coming time, as 
liquidity will likely decrease due to summer holiday-season among traders. 

Hydro
Early Thursday, the Nordic weather forecasts suggest overall mild conditions during the coming week, followed by a chance of higher 
temperatures once we reach the second half of July. Precipitation will rise to well above average, and the hydro balance deficit could 
start declining again. It is expected at around -7 TWh in two weeks’ time. 

Germany
The German power market opened yesterday with falling prices, but the sentiment turned bullish later in the day. Gas and coal ended up 
climbing, and expectations of a heatwave next week added to the upside on especially the short end of the curve. The country’s 2023 
contract has climbed more than 30 % during the last month, and we expect further increases today, where gas continues the rally.

Equities
We saw a rebound on the international stock markets yesterday, where both the European and the US markets climbed. The pan-Eu-
ropean Stoxx600 Index was up 1,66 % as expectations of strong financial statements from big companies managed to overshadow the 
recession fears at least for a period. The Asian markets are up as well early Thursday.

Conclusion

Wet weather forecasts and falling German power prices initially caused the Nordic power market to edge down yesterday, but like gas 
and German power, the Nordic market changed direction during the day. The Q4-22 and 2023 contracts ended up closing the day at 
184,40 EUR/MWh and 109,00 EUR/MWh respectively, both more or less unchanged for the day. Today, the market will likely return to 
the bullish sentiment, as fuels and German power climbs, while the weather forecasts also look a bit warmer towards the second half of 
the month.
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05-jul 246,06 246,06 83,55 167,59 122,57 161,56 76,17 August 351,75 352,00 140,50 215,10 232,50 199,30 134,00

06-jul 259,47 251,52 98,13 117,69 142,28 162,58 94,43 Q4-22 316,65 324,90 183,90 294,40 245,40 231,90 184,40

07-jul 195,37 164,09 139,16 156,27 187,69 161,66 40,69 2023 256,00 259,00 109,75 191,50 141,50 147,00 109,00


